PRIVACY POLICY

What this Privacy Policy covers
This Privacy Policy gives you information about how dg mutual (the "Society")
treats personal information we receive about you from the following sources:

1.

written policy applications and letters sent by post;

2.
policy applications and enquiries submitted through our website
(www.dengen.co.uk ("Website");
3.

telephone calls or email;

4.

policy applications submitted by intermediaries (e.g. independent financial
advisers); and

5.

information provided by external medical assessors or other third parties.

Please read the following sections carefully to understand how your personal
information will be used and handled by the Society.
The Society collects and uses your data in accordance with current data protection
law (which includes, from 25 May 2018, the General Data Protection Regulation
(Regulation (EU) 2016/679)) ("data protection law").

Who are we
The data controller with control of your personal information is dg mutual, No 4
Park Farm Barns, Stonebridge CV7 7TL.
The Society's Data Protection Officer is David Thompson at dg mutual.

Intermediaries
If you are an intermediary acting for an individual and you provide that individual's
personal information to us via our Website, over the phone or by other means
(including through IRESS, iPipeline and Webline) then you warrant and confirm that
you are supplying their information in accordance with data protection law and that
you have first drawn their attention to this Privacy Policy. Please refer to your
Intermediary Terms of Business for further information concerning your data
protection obligations.
If you are an individual and a third party (e.g. your independent financial adviser) is
authorised to supply your personal information to us in accordance with data
protection law then this Privacy Policy refers to that third party as an "authorised
intermediary".
For the avoidance of doubt, the terms of this Privacy Policy concern the relationship
between the Society and you, not the relationship between your authorised
intermediary and you. If you have any questions about how your authorised
intermediary processes your personal information, please speak to them directly.
Parents, Guardians and Sponsors
If you are a parent, guardian or sponsor of a child policyholder or child policy
applicant then this Privacy Policy, unless otherwise stated, applies to your personal
information and to the personal information of the child.
Information: Collection, Use and Grounds for Processing
The Society collects and processes information about you from a variety of sources.
These are summarised below:

i.

Information you give to us:
This includes information about yourself which you provide to us by paper
application form, enquiry letter, email, phone call or by contacting us through the
'Contact Us' section of our Website.
The information you give us may include (but is not limited to) your name, address,
email address, phone number, date of birth, gender, personal description and bank
details.
Information you give us might also include "special categories" of more sensitive
personal information. This could include information about your health and genetics
which we need to consider when determining your eligibility or suitability for our
policies.

We process this information to:

(a)
supply you with details of our products and services where you have
requested these from us;

(b)
check your eligibility and suitability for certain products or services which we
offer and to notify you (directly or through your authorised intermediary) of what
products and services we can offer you or whether your application for one of our
policies has been successful;
(c)
supply you with the products or services you have purchased or requested
from us (including taking pre-contractual steps such as checking your eligibility and
suitability for certain products or services);
(d)
manage your account and policies held with us (including the processing of
any claim you make under a policy you hold with us) and to respond to you when you
contact us;
(e)
notify you of changes to our products, services, procedures and terms
(including material changes to this Privacy Policy) from time to time;
(f)

comply with our record keeping and regulatory compliance obligations; and

(g)

where you have opted to receive the same, or where we have a legitimate
interest to do so, send you marketing communications concerning our product and
service offerings.

We process this information on the following grounds:

(i)
because the processing is necessary for us to provide you with the products or
service you have requested from us, including us carrying out any precontractual steps you have asked us to take (e.g. checking your eligibility or
suitability for a particular policy);
(ii)

because, in certain circumstances, the processing is necessary in order to
protect your vital interests. In the case of special categories of information, this may
be because you have become physically or mentally unable to give your consent to the
processing;

(iii)

because, in certain cases, the processing is necessary for us to comply with
our legal obligations, for example where regulations oblige us to keep records of our
customers' details or the details of policy quotes supplied to potential customers;

(iv)

because, in certain circumstances, we have a legitimate business interest in
doing so and that interest is not overridden by your interests or fundamental rights
and freedoms (for example because you can opt-out of such materials at any time);

(v)

additionally, in the case of special category information, because you have
consented to us processing your information for the purposes of checking your
eligibility, suitability or signing you up to our products or services. If you are a child
under 16 then a parent or guardian will consent on your behalf; and

(vi)
additionally, in the case of special categories of information where there is a
dispute or potential for a dispute between us, because the processing is necessary
for the establishment, exercise or defence of a legal claim.

ii. Information provided by third parties:
This is relates to circumstances where a third party sends us information about you.
Examples of when this might occur include (but are not limited to) where:

1.
you consent to your doctor or another medical professional providing us with
your medical records or information from them;
2.

your authorised intermediary makes a policy application on your behalf and
provides us with information about you as part of the application process;

3.

as part of your policy application, you complete a telephone medical
assessment or medical screening with our external medical assessors and they share
the results with us; or

4.

we confirm your details with a third party (such as your employer or school)
for the purposes of administering your policy application, the terms of your policy or
any claim which you make under the terms of your policy.

The information we receive about you from third parties may include your name,
address, email address, phone number, date of birth, gender, personal description and
bank details.
We may also receive special categories of more sensitive personal information about
you. This could include information about your health and genetics which we need to
consider when determining your eligibility or suitability for our products or services.
We process this information to:

(a)
supply you (directly or through your authorised intermediary) with details of
our products and services where these have been requested from us;
(b)
check your eligibility and suitability for certain products or services which we
offer and to notify you (directly or through your authorised intermediary) of what
products and services we can offer you or whether your application for one of our
policies has been successful;
(c)
supply you with the products or services you have purchased or requested
from us;
(d)
manage your account and policies held with us (including the processing of
any claim you make under a policy you hold with us) and to respond to you when you
contact us;
(e)
notify you of changes to our products, services, procedures and terms
(including material changes to this Privacy Policy) from time to time;
(f)

comply with our record keeping and regulatory compliance obligations; and

(g)
where you have opted to receive the same, to send you marketing
communications concerning our product and service offerings.

We process this information on the following grounds:

(i)
because the processing is necessary for us to provide you with the products or
services you (or your authorised intermediary acting on your behalf) have
requested from us, including us carrying out any pre-contractual steps you (or your
authorised intermediary acting on your behalf) have asked us to take for you (for
example, checking your eligibility or suitability for a particular policy);
(ii)

because, in certain circumstances, the processing is necessary in order to
protect your vital interests. In the case of special categories of information, this may
be because you have become physically or mentally unable to give your consent to the
processing;

(iii)

because, in certain cases, the processing is necessary for us to comply with
our legal obligations, for example where regulations oblige us to keep records of our
customers' details or the details of policy quotes supplied to potential customers;

(iv)
because, in certain circumstances, we have a legitimate business interest in
doing so and that interest is not overridden by your interests or fundamental rights and
freedoms (for example because you can opt-out of such materials at any time);
(v)

additionally, in the case of special categories of information, because you have
(directly or acting through your intermediary) consented to us processing your
information for the purposes of checking your eligibility, suitability or to sign you up
to receive our products or services. If you are a child under 16 then a parent or
guardian will consent on your behalf; and

(vi)
additionally, in the case of special categories of information where there is a
dispute or potential for a dispute between us, because the processing is necessary
for the establishment, exercise or defence of a legal claim.
iii. Information we collect about you:
We collect non-personally identifying information which web browsers and servers
typically make available. This includes technical information, such as your IP address,
your login information and information about your visit, such as records of how you
navigate the pages on our site and how you interact with the pages. For details on
how we use cookies, please see our 'Cookies' section below.
We process this information to:

(a)

to allow us to administer the account you hold with us;

(b)
to ensure that content from our Website is presented in the most effective
manner for you and for your computer; and
(c)

to collect anonymous statistical data in order to improve our services.

How long we keep your Information for
We only keep your information for so long as it is reasonably necessary. Generally
speaking, we retain your information for the following periods of time:

(a)
if you (or a third party acting on your behalf) make an enquiry with us but you
do not proceed with making an application, 2 years from the date of the enquiry;
(b)

if you (or a third party acting on your behalf) make an application for one of
our policies but that application is then withdrawn, 2 years following the date of
withdrawal;

(c)
if you (or a third party acting on your behalf) make an application for one of
our policies but your application is rejected by us, 2 years following the date of
rejection (or the date that rejection is subsequently confirmed by our
underwriting team, if applicable);
(d)
if your active policy is cancelled (by whatever means), 6 years after the date of
cancellation; and
(e)

where your policy matures or expires, 6 years after the date of the later of: (1)
the maturation/expiration; and (2) the settlement of all monies payable under the
terms of the policy.
These periods may be extended if, for example, there is a legal dispute concerning the
terms of your policy or if we are otherwise required by law to keep the information
for a longer period. We will notify you if we need to extend the period for which we
keep your information.
In certain cases we may anonymise your information, along with the information of
our other members, for record-keeping purposes, statistical analysis and to improve
our business practices and computer systems. Once anonymised, you are no longer
identifiable from the information we hold about you. This anonymised information
is kept indefinitely.
How we share your Information
Your personal information is not shared with anyone except where we are required
to do so to comply with the law, to protect our rights or to properly administer your
policy (including processing a policy application or claim you have made).
To achieve this, we will share your personal information with the following people or
groups of people:

(a)

your authorised intermediary (if you have one);

(b)

your doctor or nominated health professional(s);

(c)
if you are under 16 and you have signed your own data protection consent,
your parent or guardian;

(d)
when you provide us with your employment details, your employer (and any
outsourced human resources or payroll function they might use);
(e)

if you are a child, your school;

(f)
on occasion, the Department of Work and Pensions should we need to verify
your employment records;
(g)

where you have existing insurance policies in place to protect your income,
your other insurance providers so that we can coordinate our collective liability;

(h)

our third party medical assessors (e.g. to conduct a telephone medical
questionnaire with you); and/or

(i)
when you provide us with payment details, your bank, your parents' bank or
your nominee's bank (as applicable);
(j)

our external IT providers who host our IT systems. Typically, your personal
information will be encrypted before it is transferred to our hosts but in certain
circumstances they may require access to unencrypted data, for example when we
need to troubleshoot an issue with your account on our computer system. Our IT
providers are subject to strict contractual obligations to treat your personal
information with the utmost sensitivity, to keep it confidential and to comply with
data protection law at all times.

We will only share your special category information where you have consented to
us doing so in advance, for example where you have instructed your authorised
intermediary to submit a policy application to us on your behalf. If you do not
consent to us processing certain information about you, such as your medical
history, then we may not be able to process your policy application.
We may share anonymised data (from which you cannot be identified) with
contractors and other third parties for the purpose of improving our business
practices and computer systems.
To the best of our knowledge, understanding and belief, your information will not be
transferred outside of the European Economic Area (EEA) or to any country which is
not approved by the European Commission. If this changes then we will let you know.
Automated Decision Making
As a Friendly Society, we sometimes make automated decisions about you based on
your information. These decisions can include whether or not you are eligible for one
of our policies.
The Society may refuse policy applications where the applicant's risk profile is too
high. This is necessary to ensure that the Society maintains a manageable level of risk
across all its members. In certain circumstances, the decision to reject your
application is made automatically, based on certain checks and calculations in our
application system. Where this is the case, you will be notified that your application
has been rejected and you will be provided with contact details to

arrange for an underwriter to personally consider your application. You may also pass
comments to the underwriter as part of the review process.
You can object to us making automated decisions about you at any time. The contact
details for doing so are set out at the end of this Privacy Policy.
If you are an adult, we may carry out automated decision making using your
information for marketing purposes. This is done to record your preferences and to
create a personal profile which ensures you only receive marketing information from
us which we think will interest you. You can object to us processing your personal
information in this way at any time by contacting us using the details set out at the
end of this Privacy Policy.
Your Rights
Under data protection law you have the following rights:

(a)
the right to be informed as to what we do with your information. This
includes, but is not limited to, the right to know what information we gather,
process and store, what we do with it, who we share it with and how long we keep it
for;
(b)

where we are processing your information on the grounds of your consent
(e.g. your sensitive health information), you have the right to withdraw that consent
at any time. As we need to process your health information to administer your
policy, withdrawing your consent in this way will have the effect of terminating your
policy (or policy application). Please contact us using the details set out at the end of
this Privacy Policy or speak to your authorised intermediary if you would like to
withdraw your consent and terminate your policy or application. Please notethat:

(i)

the lawfulness of our historic processing based on your consent will not be
retrospectively affected by your withdrawal of consent;

(ii)

any payments due under the terms of your policy may still need to be paid
and you will not usually be entitled to a refund of monies already paid; and

(iii)

if your membership is being investigated for fraud then we may continue to
process your information insofar as is necessary for establishing or exercising a legal
claim;

(c)
the right to access a copy of your information which we hold. This is called a
'subject access request'. Additional details on how to exercise this right are set out in
the 'Access to Information' section, below;
(d)
in certain circumstances, the rights to request that we erase, rectify, cease
processing and/or delete your information where the original purpose for which the
data was collected has expired;
(e)
in certain circumstances, the right to request copies of the information we
hold about you in a machine readable format so that you can transfer it to other
services;

(f)

the right to object to processing of your information where it is likely to cause
or is causing damage or distress;

(g)

the right to prevent us processing your information for direct marketing
purposes. We will usually inform you (before collecting your information) if we
intend to use your information for such purposes or if we intend to disclose your
information to any third party for such purposes. You can exercise your right to
prevent such processing by checking certain boxes on the forms we use to collect
your information, clicking the unsubscribe link in marketing emails we send you,
opting out of marketing communications by changing your account details through
our Website or by contacting us using the details set out in the 'Contact' section,
below;

(h)

the right to object to decisions being made about you by automated means;

(i)
the right, in certain circumstances, to have your information rectified,
blocked, erased or destroyed if it is inaccurate; and
(j)
the right, in certain circumstances, to claim compensation for damages caused
by us breaching data protection law.
You also have the general right to complain to us (in the first instance) and to the
Information Commissioner's Office (if you are not satisfied by our response) if you
have any concerns about how we hold and process your information. Our contact
details are set out at the end of the Privacy Policy. The Information Commissioner's
Office website is www.ico.org.uk.
For further information on your rights under data protection law and how to
exercise them, you can contact Citizens Advice Bureau (www.citizensadvice.org.uk)
or the Information Commissioner's Office (www.ico.org.uk).
Access to Information
Under data protection law you can exercise your right of access by making a
written request to receive copies of some of the information we hold on you. You
must send us proof of your identity, or proof of authority if making the request on
behalf of someone else, before we can supply the information to you.
From 25 May 2018 you will:

(a)

we will be allowed to charge you for our reasonable administrative costs in
collating and providing you with details of the information we hold about you if your
request is clearly unfounded or excessive; and

(b)

in certain circumstances, be entitled to receive the information in a structured,
commonly used and machine readable form.

Data Security
Unfortunately, the transmission of information via the internet is not completely
secure. Although the Society will do its best to protect your personal information, it
cannot guarantee the security of your data transmitted to our Website. Any
transmission is at your own risk.

IP Addresses and Cookies
The Society may collect information about your computer, including where available
your IP address, operating system and browser type, for system administration and
management. This is statistical data about users' browsing actions and patterns, and
does not identify any individual.
For the same reason, we may obtain information about your general internet usage
by using a cookie file which is stored on the hard drive of your computer. Cookies
contain information that is transferred to your computer's hard drive.
Cookies help us to improve our Website and deliver a better and more personalised
service; to allow us to estimate audience size and usage pattern; to store information
about your preferences and so allow our Website to be customised according to your
individual interests; to speed up your searches; and to recognise you when you return
to our Website.
You may refuse to accept cookies by activating the setting on your browser which
allows you to refuse the setting of cookies. However, if you select this setting you
may be unable to access certain parts of our Website. Unless you have adjusted your
browser setting so that it will refuse cookies, our Website's system will issue cookies
when you access our Website.
Access to Medical Reports Act 1988 Consent
Please note that if you give consent for us to request a copy of your medical records
in accordance with the Access to Medical Reports Act 1988, that consent is separate to
the consent you may give us to process your information under data protection law.
Changes to this Privacy Policy
Any changes made to this Privacy Policy in the future will be posted on the Website
and, where appropriate, notified to you by email. It is recommended that you visit
this page from time to time to review any changes. This Privacy Policy was last
updated in March 2018.
Contact
For questions, comments and requests regarding this Privacy Policy please contact
us by email to compliance@britishfriendly.com or by post to David Thompson dg mutual,
No 4 Park Farm Barns, Chester Road , Stonebridge CV7 7TL.

